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In structural biology, collision cross sections (CCSs) from ion mobility mass spectrometry 
(IM-MS) measurements are routinely compared to computationally or experimentally 
derived protein structures. Here, we investigate whether CCS data can inform about the 
shape of a protein in the absence of specific reference structures. Analysis of the proteins 
in the CCS database shows that protein complexes with low apparent densities are 
structurally more diverse than those with a high apparent density. Although assigning 
protein shapes purely on CCS data is not possible, we find that we can distinguish oblate- 
and prolate-shaped protein complexesby using the CCS, molecular weight, and oligomeric 
states to mine the Protein Data Bank (PDB) for potentially similar protein structures. 
Furthermore, comparing the CCS of a ferritin cage to the solution structures in the PDB 
reveals significant deviations caused by structural collapse on the gas phase. We then 
apply the strategy to an integral membrane protein by comparing the shapes of a 
prokaryotic and a eukaryotic sodium/proton antiporter homologue. We conclude that 
mining the PDB with IM-MS data is a time-effective way to derive low-resolution structural 
models.
Key words: Structural proteomics, protein architecture, native mass spectrometry, 
topology prediction, collision cross sections
Abbreviations: Ion mobility mass spectrometry, IM-MS; collision cross section, CCS; 
molecular weight, MW
Introduction
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The combination of native mass spectrometry (MS) and ion mobility spectrometry (IM), in 
the form of IM-MS, is a versatile tool for structural biology.1–3⁠ In this approach, native 
protein complexes are transferred to the gas phase by nano-electrospray ionization, whilst 
retaining their non-covalent interactions and a native-like structure.4⁠ Measuring the 
mobility of these ions in an electric field inside a gas-filled drift tube allows the 
determination of collision cross sections (CCSs) from the observed drift times.5⁠
In structural biology the CCS measurements of native protein ions are most commonly 
employed for two reasons: (1) to probe the structure of a protein complex in the gas phase, 
or (2) to generate structural constraints or restraints to inform computational modeling. The 
first application can require relatively detailed knowledge about the 3-dimensional 
organization of the protein of interest. Here, a theoretical native CCS is computed from a 
high-resolution structure, and then compared to an experimentally determined CCS to 
assess the integrity of the desolvated complex or monitor conformational changes. 
Deviations from the theoretical CCS can be used to follow collapse or unfolding of the 
complex after desolvation. The second common application elucidates the quaternary 
structures of protein complexes. The CCS is computed from numerous, often coarse-
grained models of the assembly and compared to the experimental CCS to identify the 
most likely structural organization of the protein.6,7⁠ This strategy has been applied 
successfully to locate missing subunits in crystal structures,6⁠ or, when paired with 
distance restraints obtained by chemical crosslinking, to derive the architectures of 
complex molecular machineries.8⁠ The strategy has also been utilized to model complete 
protein assemblies, for example of polydisperse small heat-shock protein oligomers.9,10⁠
Common to the major applications for CCS measurements is that they are interpreted with 
the help of a priori information about the protein of interest, such as protein complex 
symmetry, high-resolution structures, or the possible connectivities of the subunits in a 
protein complex.2⁠ This requirement has prompted us to ask what structural insights can 
be obtained directly from IM-MS analysis of a native-like protein complex and including 
only a minimum of other protein-specific structural information. There is a trove of general 
structural information about proteins, because protein structures are not random: besides 
the selection that have given rise to specific functions, they have all evolved under 
common  biophysical constraints that dictates what sizes, shapes, and architectures are 
beneficial.11–13⁠ It is likely that this has shaped the structural proteome on many levels, 
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creating patterns in how the structural space is populated, which in turn could be 
modulated by other properties, such as oligomeric state or subcellular location. These 
patterns may in part be revealed by inspecting collections of known protein structures, and 
structural databases linking high-resolution structures and CCS information, can 
consequently be used to indicate the architectures of protein complexes with unknown 
structures.14⁠
Here, by mining the PDB using only molecular weight, CCS, and oligomeric state 
information, we have determined that it is possible to predict whether a protein complex 
adopts an oblate or a prolate shape, or a spherical architecture. This simple classification 
of protein shape can reduce the search space for low-resolution models without a need for 
reference structures or complex computations.
Experimental
Dataset. MW and CCS for 18 native-like protein ions recorded on a drift tube IM-MS 
instrument (Waters) in positive ionization mode with helium as drift gas were taken from 
the Bush CCS database (https://depts.washington.edu/bushlab/ccsdatabase/), accessed 
10/2019. The CCS for all PDB entries were computed previously.15⁠ See Table S1 for all 
proteins, PDB IDs, MWs, and CCSs used here.
PDB Mining. The PDB mining was carried out as described previously.14⁠ Briefly, masses 
and helium CCS for the SAP pentamer and decamer, and the bovine lactoglobulin dimer 
were taken from the Bush CCS database, or determined experimentally by TWIMS for 
NHA2 and NapA (see below). CCS and MW were used as input to the Python script 
find_omega_neighbours.py, which is distributed alongside IMPACT,15⁠ to find the best 
matching protein complexes (“neighbors”) in terms of CCS and mass (m) among all 
biological assemblies in the PDB. Default parameters were used, except for the number of 
neighbours in the output, which was set to 150 instead of the default value of 10. In the 
script, the CCS is converted to a reduced cross‐section (ω), where a ω above (or below) 
1.0 signifies a higher (or lower) CCS than expected for a protein of the given mass (see 
Reference 17), which is then used together with m to compare to the protein complexes in 
the underlying database. The neighbors are ranked according to their distance to the point 
in the (ω,m)-plane defined by the reference values given in the input. The distance metric 
d was defined as an Euclidian norm in the (ω,m)-plane, but since the two coordinate axes 
represent fundamentally different quantities, weights were introduced to define their 
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respective contributions. Additionally, the mass-component of the distance was taken on a 
logarithmic scale, where “r”-subscripts denote 𝑑 = (𝑤𝑚𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑚 𝑚𝑟)2 + (𝑤𝜔(𝜔 ― 𝜔𝑟))2
reference values, and the weights were set to and . Using the advanced 𝑤𝑚 = 1.0 𝑤𝜔 = 5.0
search option “Structure Feature: Number of chains (Biological assembly)” in the PDB, the 
list of PDB IDs from the Python script was then filtered according to oligomeric state. 
Resulting entries were checked manually and the ten best matches with the correct homo-
oligomeric state according to structure annotation were included in the final list.
Data analysis. CCS and MW were used to calculate apparent densities for spherical 
proteins as described.16⁠ The biological assembly structures for all protein entries in the 
final match-list were downloaded from the PDB. Solvent and salt molecules were deleted 
from the PDB files, and the inertia tensor for each structure was computed in UCSF 
Chimera V1.11.2 17⁠ using the “measure inertia” command. The command returns an 
ellipsoid that has the same inertia as the structure with all atoms mass-weighted. The 
calculation also returns the principal axes lengths, moments, and center for the ellipsoid. 
The vectors v1, v2, and v3 are the principal axes (longest to shortest). The lengths a, b, c 
are half-diameters along axes v1, v2, and v3, and where used to calculate the principal 
axes ratio as (a × b) / (b × c), which returns values < 1 for oblates, 0 for perfect spheres, 
and > 1 for prolates.
Protein preparation. Ferritin from Archaeoglobus fulgidus with the F166H mutation was 
prepared as described.18⁠ NapA from Thermus thermophilus was expressed in E. coli and 
purified as described.19⁠ NHA2 from Bison bison (residues 69-525) was expressed in 
yeast and purified using the protocol described previously for human NHA2.20,21⁠ Prior to 
MS analysis, membrane proteins were exchanged into 100 mM ammonium acetate, pH 
7.5, containing 0.01 % C12E9 with a Superdex Increase 200 column on an ÄKTA Purifier 
FPLC system (GE Healthcare) maintained at 4 °C. Ferritins were exchanged into 100 mM 
ammonium acetate, pH 7.5, using P-6 Bio-Spin columns (BioRad).
Mass spectrometry. Samples were introduced into the mass spectrometer using gold-
coated borosilicate capillaries produced in-house. Mass spectra were recorded on a 
Synapt G1 T-wave IM mass spectrometer (Waters). Instrument settings were: Capillary 
voltage 1.5 V, cone voltage 130 V, collision voltages in the trap ranging between 80 and 
200 V for NHA2 and 10 V for ferritin, and transfer collision voltage 50 V. The CCS for 
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NHA2 was measured at a collision voltage of 100 V. The source pressure was 9 mbar. Ion 
mobility settings were: wave velocity 300 m/s and wave height 13 V in the IMS cell, wave 
velocity 248 m/s and wave height 13 V in the transfer region. Drift cell gas was N2 with a 
pressure of 1.6 Torr. CCS calibrations were performed using alcohol dehydrogenase, 
concanavalin A and pyruvate kinase for NHA2, and β-galactosidase (all Sigma) for 
ferritin.22⁠ The N2 CCS values reported by Bush et al.23⁠ (alcohol dehydrogenase, 
concanavalin A and pyruvate kinase) or Benesch et al.24⁠ (β-galactosidase) were used for 
calibration. MS data were analysed using Mass Lynx 4.1, DriftScope (Waters, Milford, MA) 
and PULSAR software packages (http://pulsar.chem.ox.ac.uk/).25⁠ The calibration curves 
used for CCS determinaton of Ferritin and NHA2 are shown in Figure S1.
Results
Assessing protein shapes through IM-MS and PDB mining
We first asked whether CCS and MW can inform about the shape of a protein. The protein 
structure universe is highly diverse,26⁠ and detailed categorizations, such as symmetry 
classifications, likely fall outside of the resolving power of IM-MS. To investigate whether 
we can determine protein shape through IM-MS, we chose therefore the simplest possible 
approach by approximating protein complexes as spheroids. This is not an unreasonable 
assumption, as previous studies have established that the majority of soluble, ordered 
proteins adopt a roughly elliptical shape that might facilitate optimal diffusion in the 
intracellular environment.11,12⁠ 
Multiple studies have revealed that native-like ions of small, single-domain proteins such 
as ubiquitin have a relatively constant density of approximately 0.8 - 1.1 g/cm3 in the gas 
phase,27⁠ similar to the values determined for proteins in solution.28⁠ For uniformly 
shaped protein complexes, at this constant density, CCS should be tightly connected to 
molecular weight. This correlation thus gives an estimate of the lower CCS boundary for a 
spherical protein in the gas phase. If the experimentally determined CCS is higher, that is, 
the density of the protein appears to be lower, it is reasonable to assume that the protein 
ion deviates from the form of a densely packed sphere.23⁠ We can describe the possible 
CCS deviations as an elongation (prolate-shaped), flattening (oblate-shaped), or the 
presence of unoccupied space in the spheroid (hollow sphere), which can be distinguished 
based on the ratio of their principal axes (Figure 1A). This concept has been successfully 
applied to synthetic polymers in the gas phase, where deviations in shape could be 
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delineated from a reduction in apparent density at greather chain-lenghts. Recently, these 
findings were shown to translate to desolvated peptides, illustrating the possibility that 
candidate shapes can be predicted based on CCS measurements.29,30⁠
Figure 1. Predicting protein shapes based on IM-MS measurements. (A) In the 
absence of any structural information, proteins can be approximated as spheroids. An 
increase in CCS relative to the molecular weight indicates a deviation from the 
organization into a densely packed sphere. Proteins are coloured according to oligomeric 
state. (B) When applied to the Bush lab CCS database, we find vastly different densities. If 
we then model the protein structures in the database as spheroids, we find that the density 
scales with protein shape: ”dense” proteins tend to be spherical, “less dense” proteins 
have different principal axes ratios. (C) We selected three representative cases, the oblate 
serum amyloid protein (SAP) pentamer (blue), the cylindrical SAP decamer (yellow), and 
the prolate lactoglobulin dimer (red). Using the experimentally determined MWs, CCS 
values, and oligomeric states, we searched for structural neighbours in the entire PDB. We 
the computed the principal axes ratios for the ten best matches and found oblates for the 
SAP pentamer and predominantly prolates for the lactoglobulin dimer (p = 0.04). The SAP 
decamer matches contain a mixture of oblate- and prolate-leaning shapes, in line with its 
principal axes ratio of ~1.
To test the validity of this framework for IM-MS data of intact protein complexes, we 
selected 15 monomeric or homo-oligomeric protein complexes from the Bush Lab CCS 
database (https://depts.washington.edu/bushlab/ccsdatabase/).23⁠ The dataset fulfils two 
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essential criteria. Firstly, the CCS data were recorded on a drift-tube IM-MS platform under 
identical conditions, minimizing the error from calibration or parameter variations. Secondly, 
high-resolution structures are available for all proteins, facilitating comparisons between 
CCS and protein shape. Hetero-oligomers were excluded in the present study due to their 
increased possibility for structural complexity. For all proteins in the data set, we calculated 
the apparent densities based on the measured MW and CCS, assuming a perfectly 
spherical shape. The resulting values range from 0.7 g/cm3 for the egg white avidin dimer 
to 0.52 g/cm3 for the serum amyloid P component (SAP) pentamer (Figure 1B, Table S1). 
Next, we calculated the inertia tensor for each associated protein structure to obtain the 
length of the three principal axes of a spheroid that describes the protein’s shape. The 
ratio between the longest (a) and the intermediate axis (b), and the middle to the shortest 
axis (c) is <1 for an oblate, 1 for a perfect sphere, and >1 for a prolate. As expected, 
proteins with low apparent densities displayed a larger variation in principal axes ratios. 
Notably, the oblate-shaped SAP pentamer (PDB ID 1SAC), the even-sided SAP decamer 
(PDB ID 2A3W), and the prolate-shaped lactoglobulin dimer (PDB ID 6QI6) all displayed 
very similar apparent densities (Figure 1B). Similarly, we found no clear correlation 
between oligomeric state and shape within the dataset (Figure 1B). The observation of 
different shapes for protein complexes with similar apparent densities or oligomeric states 
confirm that protein structures are too diverse to assign any specific shape based solely on 
the oligomeric state, or the CCS and MW.
We then asked whether the combination of all three factors, the oligomeric state, the CCS, 
and the MW, can inform about the shape of protein complexes. Previously, we computed 
the CCS for all protein complexes in the PDB (>180 000 structures).15⁠ By mining the 
PDB for protein complexes that match an experimentally determined CCS, we were, for 
example, able to confirm the ring-like shape of a phycobiliprotein complex with an 
additional subunit.14⁠ These findings led us to consider the PDB as a large collection of 
sample structures, with the additional advantage that the structures represent 
predominantly physiologically relevant assemblies.
Therefore, by mining the PDB for protein complexes with similar stoichiometry, MW, and 
CCS, it may be possible to identify which shape(s) an unknown protein complex is likely to 
adopt. To test this idea, we selected the three protein complexes with similar apparent 
densities but different shapes (the SAP pentamer, the SAP decamer, and the lactoglobulin 
dimer). We searched the PDB for entries with similar MW and CCS to generate a list of the 
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150 best matches for apparent density for each protein, which are scored according to 
their distance from the search values (with a distance of 0 indicating a perfect match, see 
methods). From this list, we selected the ten best matches that had an oligomeric state 
similar to the target protein. For the lactoglobulin dimer, the top ten matching dimers were 
extracted. For the SAP pentamer, the 150 best matches for CCS and MW included only 
one pentameric complex, so tetramers and hexamers were also included. Similarly, the top 
150 matches for CCS and MW of the SAP decamer included only one decamer, so 
octamers and dodecamers with matching MW and CCS were also considered (Table S2). 
Plotting the principal axes ratio of each structure against the apparent density (Figure 1C) 
revealed that the matches for the prolate-shaped lactoglobulin dimer are predominantly 
prolates, as indicated by their average principal axes ratio of 1.3 ± 0.4. The PDB entries 
matching the oblate-shaped SAP pentamer are mostly oblates with an average axes ratio 
of 0.7 ± 0.1. For the SAP decamer with an axes ratio of close to 1, we found matches with 
axes ratios of 0.8 ± 0.2, which included both oblates and prolates, as well as three 
complexes with a spherical shape (Figure 1C). Thus the CCS, oligomeric state, and MW of 
the lactoglobulin dimer match predominantly with prolate-shaped complexes, and those of 
the SAP pentamer with oblate-shaped complexes. The CCS, oligomeric state, and MW of 
the SAP decamer, on the other hand, do not match with predominantly prolate- or oblate-
shaped proteins, in line with its even axis lengths. In summary, the shape distribution of 
the protein complexes identified by mining the PDB with CCS, MW, and oligomeric state 
indicates the likely shape of the target complex.
Comparing gas-phase and solution structures through PDB mining
It is important to note that we effectively compare gas-phase structures to solution 
structures when mining the PDB using experimental CCS data. For the proteins in the 
CCS database, the experimental CCSs generally agree with the crystal structures.23⁠ 
However, significant deviations between theoretical and experimental CCS have been 
observed in some proteins, and are commonly caused by the collapse of unsupported or 
disordered structures.16,31–33⁠ Interestingly, a recent report outlined how a combination of 
capillary electrophoresis and native MS can provide comparable insights into protein 
shapes. The approach is likely similarly sensitive to desolvation-related structural 
changes.34⁠ We, therefore, considered how gas-phase changes in protein structures 
affect the ability to predict the shape of a protein complex. As a test case, we selected the 
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ferritin from Archaeoglobus fulgidus, a homo-24-mer that forms a hollow sphere with four 
large pores and which partially collapses in the gas phase.35⁠
Figure 2. Effect of gas-phase collapse on shape prediction. (A) IM-MS analysis of the 
intact Archaeoglobus ferritin shows the average experimental CCS of 150 nm2 (blue line), 
15% below the theoretical CCS of 170 nm2 (red line) computed from the crystal structure 
(PDB ID 1S3Q, insert). The mobiligram is shown at the top and the mass spectrum at the 
bottom. (B) Plotting the principal axes ratios and apparent densities of the ten best PDB 
matches reveals that the theoretical CCS (red) is associated with spherical complexes, 
while the experimental CCS (blue) returns predominantly oblate-shaped matches. The 
average densitiy and the standard deviation between the apparent densities for all Ferritin 
charge states are shown as dashed line shaded area, respectively. (C) The match 
distance informs about the agreement between the best matches in the PDB and the 
target CCS and MW. For collapsed ferritin, the distance is significantly larger for the ten 
best matches identified using the experimental CCS compared to the ten best matches for 
the theoretical CCS.
We performed IM-MS measurements and found that the intact 24-mer has a CCS of 150 
nm2, approximately 15% below the theoretical value (Figure 2A), suggesting significant 
compaction of the protein complex in the gas phase compared to the crystal structure. We 
then mined the PDB using the MW and either the experimental or the theoretical CCS. The 
oligomeric state was not considered due to the low number of homo-24-mers in the PDB. 
As expected, the ten best matches for the theoretical CCS show mostly spherical 
assemblies and include two ferritins. The matches using the experimentally determined 
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CCS, however, returns mostly oblate-shaped complexes (Figure 2B, Table S3). We 
conclude that the shift in CCS from native to collapsed structure also shifts the distribution 
of matching protein shapes. This implies that the use of CCS data to identify similarly 
shaped proteins in the PDB requires that the protein of interest does not undergo major re-
arrangement in the gas phase.
This finding prompted us to ask whether the PDB matches for the collapsed ferritin can 
provide information about its shape in the gas phase. We analysed the distances between 
experimental CCS and MW, and the CCS and MW of the best-matching PDB entries. A 
small distance indicates that a PDB entry closely agrees with the target CCS and MW 
values, while larger distances indicate poorly representative structures. The ten best 
matches for the CCS of the collapsed protein complex have an average distance of 0.186. 
PDB entries matching the same MW and the theoretical CCS have an average distance of 
0.071. The different distances reveal that the structures in the PDB are more closely 
related to the intact ferritin structure than to the collapsed state that has the same MW but 
a lower CCS. In this context, large distances suggest that the PDB does not contain 
similarly shaped proteins, and therefore may indicate non-physiological structures such as 
collapsed or unfolded proteins.
Application to a membrane protein dimer with unknown structure
Having established that IM-MS and PDB mining can provide information about the shapes 
of proteins, we tested its ability to generate structural constraints for a protein complex with 
unknown structure. The development of model structures is particularly important for 
protein systems where structure determination is challenging, such as integral membrane 
proteins. These proteins are significantly under-represented in the PDB,36⁠ creating a 
demand for computational models based on homology information and experimental 
constraints. We selected sodium-proton antiporters (NHAs), a family of integral membrane 
proteins responsible for maintaining the intracellular pH, and promising drug targets for 
hypertension.37⁠ To date, only structures of prokaryotic Na/H antiporters have been 
determined, revealing dimers with one core ion-transporting domain per protomer.38–40⁠ 
While the transport domains are relatively conserved across all phyla, structures of 
bacterial homologues show that their dimer interfaces differ significantly through 
differences in the N-terminus.19,40–42⁠ In particular, in the Na+/H+ antiporter NhaA from E. 
coli the homodimer is held together by two small N-terminal β-hairpins burying a total 
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surface area of 700 Å2.43⁠ The weak dimerization interface has evolved to require the lipid 
cardiolipin to stabilise the homodimer with functional consequences.43–45⁠ In contrast, the 
Na+/H+ antiporters NapA, PaNhaP, MjNhaP lack the β-hairpin extensions and instead 
dimerise through an additional helix at their N-terminus burying a larger total surface area 
of > 1700 Å2.19,41,42⁠ Indeed, eukaryotic homologues also show longer N-terminal regions 
than NhaA,46⁠ suggesting that they may also dimerize in a similar manner. 
The lack of reference structures for the N-terminal segment of NHA2 has so far precluded 
homology-based modelling of its structure. In order to elucidate the overall architecture of 
the NHA2 dimer, we therefore used IM-MS to compare a mammalian NHA2 to NapA from 
Thermus thermophilus which was previously characterized by X-ray crystallography and 
IM-MS.19,20⁠ Native MS analysis of NHA2 in the detergent C12E9 shows that the protein is 
released from detergent micelles as a stable dimer, requiring high collision voltages to 
dissociate (Figure 3A). The CCSs of the main charge states 16+, 17+, and 18+ were 585 
nm2, 600 nm2, and 620 nm2, respectively. The NHA2 dimer has a molecular weight of 103 
kDa, which means that the CCS of NHA2 cannot be directly compared to that of the 82 
kDa NapA dimer. Instead, we mined the PDB for homodimers with MW and CCS similar to 
NapA or NHA2 and computed the principal axes ratios (Figure 3B, Table S4). The best 
matches for the NapA dimer with 82 kDa and an average CCS of 460 nm2 were all found 
to be prolates with an average principal axes ratio of 1.2 ± 0.1. This ratio is lower than the 
axes ratio of the NapA crystal structure, but in good agreement with the computational 
model of the protein in the gas-phase (Figure 3B, insert).20⁠ The ten best matches for the 
NHA2 dimer with a molecular weight of 103 kDa and an average CCS of 600 nm2 were 
also exclusively prolates, with a slightly larger average principal axes ratio of 1.4 ± 0.2. 
Thus, our analysis indicates that NHA2 has a prolate shape and suggest that NHA2 and 
NapA have a similar dimer architecture despite further differences in the N-terminal 
sequences as compared to NhaA and one another (Figure 3C). Furthermore, we note that 
none of the matching structures we identified are membrane proteins. This is not 
surprising given the low number of membrane protein structures in the PDB. In the context 
of IM-MS, it will be interesting to explore whether membrane proteins exhibit similar shape 
distributions as their globular counterparts.
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Figure 3. Comparing the shapes of integral membrane proteins NapA and NHA2 by 
IM-MS and PDB mining. (A) The IM-MS spectrum of NHA2 at a collision voltage of 150V 
shows that NHA2 is a 103 kDa dimer that can be dissociated by collisional activation. (B) 
The ten best matches obtained by mining the PDB with the CCS, MW, and oligomeric 
state of NapA (red) or NHA2 (blue) are prolate-shaped. Insert: The crystal structure of 
NapA (right) has a higher principal axes ratio than the PDB matches, while that of the gas-
phase model structure (left) is in good agreement. The average densitiy and the standard 
deviation between the apparent densities for all NHA2 charge states are shown as dashed 
line shaded area, respectively. (C) The dimer interface in NapA (top view) is composed of 
a single N-terminal helix on each protomer (green) which connects the ion transport 
domains (red). The sequence of NHA2 has a ~100 residue N-terminal extension. Based 
on the average principal axes ratio of the PDB matches, we conclude that both proteins 
share an elongated dimer architecture in which the N-terminal segment of NHA2 likely 
forms a dimerization interface.
Discussion
Here we demonstrate that it is possible to approximate the shape of a protein complex by 
mining the structures in the PDB with constraints derived from IM-MS experiments. 
However, it is important to note that these shapes are not measured but predicted. We find 
that two main factors have to be taken into consideration:
(1) Although the PDB contains over 180 000 structures, they are not evenly distributed 
across the MW range (https://www.rcsb.org/stats/distribution_molecular-weight-structure). 
Therefore, the number of structures that can be mined differs for each protein complex, as 
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exemplified in the comparison between the 125 kDa SAP pentamer and the 37 kDa 
lactoglobulin dimer (Figure 1C). There are around 20 000 PDB entries for protein 
complexes between 30 and 40 kDa, but only 3 000 entries with MW between 120 and 130 
kDa. The difference means that there are far more proteins in the lower mass range that 
potentially match the target values than there are in the higher mass range. This factor 
likely affects the ability of our strategy to compare proteins with vastly different MW.
(2) Some proteins are significantly over-represented in the PDB and thus cause 
considerable bias in the mining results.36⁠ For example, the 150 best matches for the SAP 
decamer contain 19 highly homologous, dodecameric DNA-binding proteins (Dps) with 
near-identical CCS and molecular weight. The uneven distribution of unique structures can 
skew the mining results in favour of the most abundant architectures. More generally, the 
structural diversity among proteins with similar oligomeric states and CCS likely affects the 
reliability of the PDB mining results.
We find that the PDB mining strategy presented here yields plausible results even when 
differences in structure distribution and diversity are not taken into consideration. Going 
forward, we speculate that both of these factors can be addressed by matching the PDB 
search space to include a representative set of sample structures. This could be achieved 
by analyzing the protein shape universe in the context of CCS, which can potentially 
broaden the applicability of IM-MS as a tool for structural modelling or topology prediction. 
In addition to providing information about protein complexes where no homologous 
structures are available, the strategy could help to elucidate the shapes of protein 
complexes that can only be observed by MS, such as self-assembly intermediates.47⁠ 
Conclusions 
We have demonstrated that IM-MS measurements can provide sufficient information to 
provide low-resolution structural insights into protein complexes without a need for specific 
reference structures. Using the combination of CCS, MW, and oligomeric state to mine the 
PDB, we are able to predict the possible shape(s) of intact protein complexes based on 
IMMS measurements. The strategy can facilitate comparisons of homologous proteins 
where absolute CCS comparisons are not feasible. For example, it can enable in-depth 
studies of interactions in individual protein systems, or enable the indentfication of proteins 
with specific conformations in complex mixtures. However, potential gas phase collapse 
and PDB bias have to be taken into consideration.
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Table S1: CCS, MW, and intertia axes of homomeric proteins in the CCS database
Table S2: CCS, MW, and intertia axes of PDB matches
Table S3: CCS, MW, and intertia axes of Ferritin matches)
Table S4: CCS, MW, and intertia axes of NHA2 and NapA matches)
Figure S1: Calibrants with charge states and cross-sections (in nm2) and PULSAR-
generated CCS calibration curves for IMMS analysis of ferritin and NHA2.
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